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Abstract: Modern cancer treatment aims to conserve as much healthy tissue as possible. This has been
challenging in the treatment of prostate cancer due to the difficulty in imaging the gland and concerns
over leaving multifocal cancer untreated. With improvements in imaging and understanding of multifocal
prostate cancer evidence now shows accurate treatment of just the primary focus of cancer or the index
lesion can control progression or recurrence of the disease. Many different energy sources are now available
to target the cancer lesion within the prostate with less significant side-effects on urinary and sexual function
compared to radical treatment. Evidence shows that men value these functions highly and would even
trade years of life in exchange for preserved retention of continence or erectile function. Focal treatment of
prostate cancer aims to provide both cancer control and preservation of sexual and urinary functions so that
men do not have to make a choice between the two. This is a treatment option that men clearly want and
deserve.
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Introduction
Cancer treatment once sought larger and larger tumour
resections in an effort to clear the tumour and prevent
recurrences. Famously Halsted pioneered a radical
mastectomy in the 19th century which involved removing
the whole breast along with underlying muscles pectoralis
major and minor along with the lymph nodes. This left
patients with little arm movement, large granulating
wounds and chronic pain. Today, minimal breast tissue
resection is coupled with adjuvant treatment resulting in
the same cancer control but significantly fewer side-effects.
Treatment of prostate cancer has followed a similar path,
as radical treatment compromises lifestyle severely by
producing incontinence and erectile dysfunction. This has
resulted in developments in focal therapies which seek to
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safely treat the cancer without compromising functional
outcomes.
The index lesion
Prostate cancer is multi-focal in the majority of cases and
therefore traditional treatment has focused on treating
the whole gland, to avoid sparing any cancer cells (1).
Within one gland both low grade and high grade or
significant cancer may exist (2,3). The “project to eliminate
lethal prostate cancer” (PELICAN) study showed that in
patients with multiple metastases these were almost always
monoclonal and had therefore originated from one cell of
prostate cancer in a primary tumour (4). Further evidence
has indicated that usually the aggressive clone originates
from one lesion, known as the index lesion, such that if
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left untreated it can lead to a lethal metastatic state (2).
The secondary low-grade lesions are rarely lethal or likely
to metastasize and may not require active treatment (5,6).
Multifocal disease is present in many other cancers, such
as renal, thyroid, lung, breast and liver, in which tissuepreserving therapy is now standard (7).
Pathology studies have shown that, once the main or
index lesion has been identified, it is usually accompanied
by a low grade or non-significant lesion (8). When
template-mapping biopsies of the prostate were performed,
46–59% of patients had one significant or index lesion and
only 10–14% had more than one significant lesion (9). The
10% of cases where more than one clinically significant
lesion is present should be carefully identified and offered
appropriate radical treatment if possible.
The incidence of unifocal cancers in radical prostatectomy
specimens is in the region of 13–38% (10). If prostate cancer
is noted to be unilateral in approximately one third of men
who have surgery, treating half the gland with hemi-ablation
may provide suitable treatment of this population’s prostate
cancer (11). Improvements in diagnosis and targeted
treatment mean that the part of the prostate containing the
index cancer lesions can often be treated alone (12).
Gleason grading, tumour volume and
insignificant lesions
In recent years the significance of Gleason grade 3 disease
has been under debate, with a growing consensus that
its classification might be downgraded from cancer to a
benign entity (13). This would reflect the downgrading of
Gleason 1 and 2 from the original scoring system, described
by Donald Gleason in 1966. Gleason 1 and 2 originally
were described as well-differentiated tumour cells and
were included in the original scoring system as cancer.
Future work showed that there was no malignant risk from
either grade and therefore they are no longer used in the
current Gleason scoring system (14,15). Removing the
term “cancer” removed an unnecessary burden on both
the patient and the clinician. As the evidence grows that
Gleason 3 has a similar low malignant potential then it
could shortly follow suit.
If true Gleason 3 prostate cancer does not actually
demonstrate any of the traditional hallmarks of cancer
removing the label may have significant impact. The word
“cancer” understandably causes anxiety to patients, as does
their expectation of the burden of treatment. The example
set by the renaming of ‘grade one superficial bladder
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cancer’ as ‘papillary urothelial neoplasm of low malignancy
potential’ (PUNLUMP) has already shown benefit to
the bladder cancer treatment pathway and suggests that
Gleason 3 prostate cancer might also helpfully be renamed
(15,16). One suggestion from Esserman and colleagues
involves removing the term cancer for “indolent lesions of
epithelial origin” (IDLE) instead (17).
The Prostate Cancer Intervention Versus Observation
(PIVOT) trial first demonstrated that radical treatment of
pure pattern 3 did not carry a survival benefit, demonstrated
now at 20 years follow-up (18,19). Other studies have
shown that only 1.4 men out of 1,000 with untreated
Gleason 3+3 disease would die from their disease within
30 years. However some suggest that Gleason 6 disease does
not metastasize and therefore it has been argued that the
Gleason 6 disease is not significant in the prostate cancer
outcomes of the patient (15). Diagnosis of prostate cancer
in the past has suffered inaccuracy and it is possible that
some more aggressive cancer may have been missed causing
understaging at initial diagnosis.
In the ProtecT trial a small number of men with Gleason
6 prostate cancers, diagnosed using sextant systematic
biopsies, metastasis and prostate-cancer related deaths were
observed. There is debate as to whether, in those patients,
the disease was true Gleason 6, as it was identified by TRUS
biopsy without MRI or targeted biopsies. We now know
this diagnostic pathway has a higher likelihood of missing
some pattern 4, or even higher grade cancer, resulting in
understaging of these tumours (20). These results are not
borne out by other trials discussed regarding Gleason 3
disease.
The SPCG-4 study randomised men with localised
prostate cancer to radical prostatectomy or to watchful
waiting. Now, at 29 years follow-up, findings showed men
with Gleason score of 6 had a similar low risk of death from
prostate cancer to men with a Gleason score of 3+4 (relative
risk, 0.99; 95% CI, 0.23 to 4.33), but the risk with a Gleason
score of 4+3 was 5 times as high (relative risk, 5.73; 95% CI,
1.59 to 20.67) (21). Therefore some studies also argue that
a small amount of pattern 4 disease along with that graded
Gleason 3 is clinically insignificant, as it does not tend to
metastasize or cause mortality.
Modern Gleason 3 disease is likely to be even less
malignant than when these long term trials started following
an adjustment in 2005, when the International Society
of Urological Pathology (ISUP) adjusted the diagnostic
criteria for Gleason 3 and 4 disease, so that more aggressive
appearances were upgraded from Gleason 3 to 4 (22).
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Therefore, following this change, “Gleason 3+3” disease
has had an even better outcome than previous research
would have suggested; this is known as the “Will Rogers”
phenomenon (23).
Therefore the evidence suggests pure pattern 3 does not
carry the risk of metastasis or progression as is the case with
other cancers (24); there is no clinical risk to patients. In
which case overdiagnosis and overtreatment may be causing
excessive cost and psychological distress to patients (15).
Improvement in prostate cancer diagnostics and
disease characterisation
Prostate cancer diagnosis has undergone a revolution, as
have the accepted paradigms in other areas of medicine, by
adding MRI imaging prior to invasive biopsies. Although
mpMRI is not a perfect detection tool, it can have
sensitivity up to 93% in identifying clinically significant
lesions, compared to the 48% sensitivity of TRUS biopsy
alone, as shown in the PROMIS study. Allowing the authors
to conclude that mpMRI triage might allow 27% of patients
to avoid a primary biopsy (25). The PRECISION study
has since shown the advantages of mpMRI-guided biopsies
in identifying clinically significant cancer, as opposed to
insignificant cancer. The MRI with targeted biopsy arm
detected 38% of significant and 9% of insignificant cancers,
compared to the standard of care (12-core TRUS random
systematic biopsy), which detected 26% of clinically
significant cancer and 22% of insignificant. Clinically
significant cancer was defined as the presence of a single
biopsy core indicating disease of Gleason score 3+4 or
greater (26).
The latest Cochrane review of prostate cancer detection
compares the two pathways: MRI to determine biopsy or
“MRI pathway” and the traditional upfront TRUS biopsy
pathway or “systematic biopsy”. The results show the MRI
pathway to be superior as it is 12% more likely to make
the correct diagnosis. Most benefit is seen in men who
have had a negative biopsy, where the MRI pathway is 44%
more likely to make the correct diagnosis. The authors
note that the MRI pathway can still miss some clinically
significant prostate cancer. Follow-up should be arranged to
particularly monitor those with risk factors, such as family
history, race or palpable nodules (27).
Focal therapy
Despite the best developments of robotic surgery and
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targeted radiotherapy, these procedures carry a risk of
impotence (30–50%), incontinence (5–20%) and rectal toxic
effects (5–20%). A strategy that is used to treat clinically
significant unilateral lesions in localised prostate cancer
might result in fewer side-effects while retaining cancer
control (28,29).
Discrete experiments examining patients’ choice of
treatment have shown that patients do wish to avoid sideeffects from medical treatment when given the choice (30).
In the COMPARE study men with prostate cancer were
asked whether they would trade-off some survival for a
reduction of side-effects on urinary function and erections.
The results from 468 men with prostate cancer were on
average, that patients were willing to trade 0.68% and 0.28%
survival for 1% chance of improving urinary function and
1% chance of keeping erections, respectively. Thus this
shows that the side-effects of incontinence and impotence
with radical treatment are significant enough for most men
to be prepared to lose months to years of life in return for
avoiding certain functional side-effects (31).
With more accurate imaging showing exactly where the
prostate cancer tumours are located within the prostate.
Focal treatment of prostate cancer has become practicable.
Several different energy sources have been used to deliver
focal therapy to the prostate with varying benefits on cancer
control and on the incidence of side-effects (32).
High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is delivered
directly by a transrectal probe, which both images and
delivers thermal energy to the prostate. A temperature
of up to 60 ℃ is achieved within the prostate, in a field
approximately the size of a rice grain. The energy causes
a local cavitation effect which results in tissue necrosis
and death. The most recent published data is from a UK
based, multicentre trial including 625 consecutive patients
with clinically significant prostate cancer treated with focal
HIFU. At 5-year follow-up, failure-free survival, metastasisfree survival, cancer-specific survival, and overall survival
were 88%, 98%, 100%, and 99%, respectively. Urinary
incontinence (any pad use) was 2% (33).
One French multi-institution prospective trial treated
111 patients with localized prostate cancer with HIFU
hemiablation. At 1-year follow-up targeted prostate
biopsies showed a 95% absence of clinically significant
cancer. Radical treatment-free survival rate was 89% at
2 years. At 12 months, continence and erectile functions
were preserved in 97% and 78% (34). The end-point which
was clinically significant cancer on biopsy was criticized
as not being clinically relevant. However, in reply the
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authors defended the use of biopsies of the treated tissue
to demonstrate successful ablation and of the non-treated
gland as a surrogate for progression (35).
There have been 13 previous studies evaluating focal
HIFU. On average, significant adverse events occurred in
1.5% (IQR: 0–3.2%) of patients. Pad-free continence and
potency preservation were achieved in 100% (32). The
INDEX trial will be the first multi-centre, medium-term
follow-up trial evaluating outcomes in men treated with
HIFU for localised prostate cancer. The trial has recruited
patients and results are awaited (36). The CHRONOS
(Comparative Health Research Outcomes of Novel Surgery
in prostate cancer) and PART randomised controlled trials
are due to start recruitment shortly. These will be the first
trials to evaluate progression-free-survival rates in clinically
significant prostate cancer treated with either focal therapy
or radical treatment (surgery or radiotherapy).
Cryotherapy works by reducing the temperature of tissue
to −40 ℃ and then thawing, in at least two cycles, causing
necrosis and apoptosis. Prostate cancer patients treated
with cryotherapy are added to the Cryo On-Line Data
(COLD) registry. A review of 300 men with high-grade,
clinically localised, prostate cancer was performed using the
COLD registry. The 5-year biochemical progression-free
survival [(using the Phoenix criteria (nadir +2 ng/mL)] was
59.1%. Complete continence was noted in 90.5% or men
and potency in 17% at 12-month follow-up (37). Analysis
comparing whole gland cryotherapy against partial ablation
in propensity score-matched pairs for intermediate-risk
prostate cancer showed similar biochemical progressionfree survival, with either the Phoenix or ASTRO criteria.
However, sexual function outcomes were improved with
partial ablation with potency rates of 29.5% for whole gland
and 46.8% for partial ablation. Retention and continence
rates were similar, and rectourethral fistula rates were 1.2%
and 0% respectively (38).
Comparison with radical prostatectomy has demonstrated
similar oncological outcomes in one retrospective, matchedpair analysis comparing focal cryotherapy to radical
prostatectomy for clinically unilateral prostate cancer, at
a median 3.7-year follow-up (39). In a recent multicentre
study of 122 patients undergoing focal cryotherapy for
medium to high-risk prostate cancer, at 3-year follow-up,
no patient died from their cancer whilst failure-free survival
was approximately 90%. None of the patients needed pads
for managing urine leakage although 16% had erection
problems. There were no rectal adverse events. These
results may reflect the improvement in the delivery of
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cryotherapy for prostate cancer (40).
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) ablation relies on the
laser activation of a vascular photosensitiser. This causes
the local formation of reactive oxygen species resulting in
vessel thrombosis, apoptosis and necrosis. Padeliporfin is
administered intravenously and optical fibres are inserted
transperineally into the prostate within the target zone and
activated by laser light 753 nm with a fixed power of 150
mW/cm for 22 min 15 s. In the only currently published
study, the authors controversially used active surveillance
as the standard of care. The patients treated all had
Gleason 3 disease, and most centres would not offer such
patients any treatment. At a median 24 months followup 28% had disease progression in the treatment group
compared to 58% in the active surveillance group. Note
that 58% is a surprisingly high number for progression
on active surveillance; although active surveillance varies
greatly between centres, the 5-year progression rate might
be expected to be in the range of 14–50% (41). The most
common adverse event of this treatment was prostatitis
seen in 2%; 1% (2 of 206) of patients suffered from erectile
dysfunction (42). The latest NICE guidelines have not
approved PDT ablation for prostate cancer treatment due
to its cost and the weak evidence presented in this study (43).
VTP is vascular-targeted photodynamic therapy using
TOOKAD(®) soluble. The TOOKAD soluble is injected
intravenously and activated by light-diffusing fibres placed
transperineally. One initial study used endpoints of MRI
at 1-week post procedure and prostate biopsy at 6 months.
At 6 months 61/83 (73%) of patients who underwent
prostate biopsies were negative for cancer. In total 75/86
(87%) patients suffered at least one mild or moderate
adverse event and 8 (9%) had a serious adverse event (44).
In a medium term study at 3.5 years follow-up successful
ablation of cancer was seen in 51/68 (75%) patients. In
cases of recurrence/persistence of malignancy the Gleason
score either remained the same or rose by 1 point, i.e., to
3+4 for eight patients and 4+3 for two patients. There were
64 related adverse events, 48% were Clavien grade I, 47%
were grade II, and 5% were grade III (45).
Laser interstitial therapy (LITT) involves using laser
fibres placed directly around a prostate lesion; in-bore
or ultrasound monitoring is used to detect the tissue
temperature (46). Four prospective studies evaluating focal
LITT in 50 patients have been reported in the literature (32).
TRUS standard and MRI were systematically used to
identify eligible patients. One study included only men
with low-risk disease, whereas the other studies included
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also Gleason <8. At early (3 months) follow-up no prostate
cancer was detected in targeted biopsies and the probability
of transition to secondary local treatment was 0%. Padfree continence and potency preservation were achieved in
100% (47).
Focal brachytherapy, as opposed to whole gland
radiotherapy, uses no external beam radiation. The
radioactive seeds are placed in the targeted area of the gland
via a transperineal approach (48). Two retrospective Stage
2a–b case series evaluating focal brachytherapy have been
reported in the literature (48,49). The study population
included low and intermediate risk patients with a median
age of 62.3 years and a median of PSA of 6 ng/mL. At a
median 5.1 year follow up in one of the series no patient
had secondary local treatment. Pad-free continence was
reported only by one series and was at 95.2%. Potency
preservation was not reported by either series (32). A more
recent study offered “ultra” focal brachytherapy to patients
as an alternative to active surveillance. In total 17 patients
were treated. End points were MRI and biopsy at 1 year. It
was noted that MRI follow up for the treated volume was of
little value due to artefact from the brachytherapy titanium
seeds. No recurrence was noted in the treated volume, 7
non clinically significant cancer and one Gleason 3+4 were
observed in untreated tissue. No urinary incontinence or
erectile dysfunction reported (50).
Irreversible electroporation (IRE) is a non-thermal
ablation technique, delivering high-voltage, low-energy,
electric current within the target tissue. In the prostate, this
is achieved by positioning electro-needles transperineally.
One proof of concept Stage 1 and two retrospective cases
series Stage 2a studies have been reported in the literature.
Patients with low to intermediate disease were treated.
The probability of transition to secondary local treatment
was 11.9%. Overall survival was 100% at short term follow
up. Pad-free continence and potency preservation were
achieved in 100% (51-53).
Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) delivers medium
frequency alternating current to generate heat, through
needles placed transperineally. An initial proof of concept
Stage 1 study, evaluating focal RFA prior to radical
prostatectomy in 15 men, showed that the RFA energy
delivery-system created a necrotic lesion in the prostate
tissue in a reproducible and controlled manner (54). The
full ProRAFT study results are awaited, using a bipolar
coil design (Encage device), preliminary results showed
that 20 men, with localised disease not eligible for active
surveillance were treated. At 6 months repeat biopsy
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16/20 (80%) had no significant disease or new cancer
and surveillance MRI showed no progression. At 1-year
functional follow-up one patient with an apical tumour had
suffered urinary leakage but there was no deterioration in
sexual function (55).
Focal therapy ablation patterns can target just the lesion
or treat half the gland or three-quarters in a “hockey stick”
shape (7). Selecting focal technologies to best target the
specific lesion in a bespoke manner will allow the merits
of each technology to be maximised (56). Examples may
include utilising cryotherapy for anterior tumours in large
prostates; this may be advantageous as the probes can be
placed directly around the anterior lobe thus avoiding
the longer distance required for delivering energy from
the rectum. HIFU is generally more suited to peripheral
tumours in smaller glands.
Conclusions
Prostate cancer can be unifocal in up to 38% of the cases
in which radical treatment is performed. Treating just the
primary focus of cancer or the index lesion may control
progression or recurrence of the disease. Gleason 6 disease
does not benefit from treatment. Modern imaging and
biopsy techniques allow accurate identification of the
primary focus of clinically significant cancer. Many different
energy sources which can be used to attack the tumour are
now available and there is a growing body of evidence to
confirm that good cancer control can be achieved with less
significant side-effects such as adverse actions on urinary
and sexual function. Evidence shows that patients do not
want side-effects from medical treatment and would even
trade years of life in exchange for preserved retention of
continence or erectile function. Current trials hope to
confirm these promising results and establish more firmly
and widely this treatment option for men who clearly want
and deserve it.
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